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Asteroids with sizes 0.2-10 km
– cohesionless bodies, easily breakable
Numerous indirect evidence for that km-sized asteroids are
• predominantly cohesionless structures, with zero global tensile
strength.
Some of the most important observations:
•

“Spin barrier” – km-sized asteroids rotate slower than the critical
rotation frequency for a body in the gravity regime, they can be held
together by self-gravitation only.

•

Properties of small binary systems and asteroid pairs – dominant
formation mechanism is a rotational fission at the cohesionless spin
barrier.

The spin barrier

At the spin barrier – balance between the gravity
and centrifugal acceleration at the equator of a
sphere with ρ ~ 3 g/cm3, taking into account also
the angle of friction (30-40°).

The spin barrier in 2nd dimension
Spin barrier in 2nd dimension (asteroid
elongation).
Vast majority of asteroids larger than
~0.3 km rotate slower than the critical
rate for bulk density 3 g/cm3.

Accounting for angles of friction < 90°
with theory of cohesionless
elastic-plastic solid bodies (Holsapple
2001, 2004).

Binary systems
among NEAs and small MBAs
Observations

Binary asteroids detection techniques
NEA binaries
• photometric technique – detection of mutual events (17 since 1997)
• radar – currently the best technique for NEA binaries (24 since 2000)

MBA binaries (D1 < 10 km)
• photometric technique – efficient for close systems that appear to
predominate in the binary population (59 since 2004).
• AO observations – resolve distant satellites (5 since 2002).

Photometric detection of binary system
- principle
Mutual occultation/eclipse events
between system components cause
brightness attenuations.
Condition:
Earth or Sun close to the system’s orbit
plane.
Primary and secondary events
(depending on which body is
occulted/eclipsed).

(Scheirich and Pravec 2009)

Photometric detection of binary system
- example

Derivable parameters: P1, Porb, (P2), D2/D1, a1/b1, (a2/b2)
and finally (with long-arc observations) Lp, Bp, e

Orbit poles – few data so far

Good data covering long enough “arc” (range of geometries) for a few
binaries only (Scheirich and Pravec 2009)
Observations of binaries in their return apparitions needed to constrain
orbit pole distribution.

Unique radar case – 1999 KW4
The best characterized binary: (66391) 1999 KW4 observed with
the Arecibo radar in 2001. The detailed model constructed by
Ostro et al. (Science 314, 1276-1280, 2006) and the dynamical
configuration studied by Scheeres et al. (Science 314,1280-1283, 2006).
This binary’s characteristics appear to be rather typical for NEA binary
systems.

Binary asteroid parameters database

(Pravec and Harris 2007, updated)

Binary systems
among NEAs and small MBAs
The population and properties

Binary population Porb vs D1
Binary fraction
15 ± 4 %
among NEAs
(Pravec et al.
2006).

Similar binary
fraction among
MBAs (up to D1 =
10 km)
Data from
Pravec and Harris,
Icarus, 190 (2007)
250-253, updated.

Characteristic properties
of NEA and small MBA binaries
Most NEA and small MBA binaries have common characteristics:
1.
Total angular momentum close to critical
2.
Primaries – near spheroidal shapes (unless in rare cases of fully
synchronous systems)
3.
Secondaries - a broader distribution of shape elongations. Rotations
mostly, but not always synchronous.
Exceptional systems:
•
Double (D2/D1 = 0.8 - 1), fully synchronous system: 1 case among NEAs so far:
Hermes (Margot et al. 2006), a few among MBAs
•
Ternary systems - two small satellites orbiting a larger primary:
2 cases among NEAs so far, (136617) 1994 CC and (153591) 2001 SN263 (Nolan
et al. 2008, Brozovic et al. 2009)
•
“Quadruple” system (3749) Balam – One close and one distant satellite, plus a
paired asteroid 2009 BR60 (Merline et al. 2002, Marchis et al. 2008, Vokrouhlický et
al. 2009)

Characteristic properties of binaries
1. Angular momentum content

Primary rotations
• concentrate in the pile up at f = 6-11 d-1 (P1 = 2-4 h) in front of the spin barrier.
A tail with slowed down primaries – members of systems with high D2/D1 where a
large part of the system’s angular momentum resides in the orbital motion and
secondary’s rotation.
Total angular momentum similar, and close to critical in all binaries with D1 < 10
km.

Characteristic properties of binaries
1. Angular momentum content
αL = Ltot/Lcritsph
where Ltot is a total angular momentum
of the system, Lcritsph is angular
momentum of an equivalent (i.e.,
the same total mass and volume),
critically spinning sphere.
Binaries with D1 ≤ 10 km have αL
between 0.9 and 1.3, as expected
for systems originating from
critically spinning rubble piles.
(Pravec and Harris 2007)

Characteristic properties of binaries
2. Primary shapes
Primaries of asynchronous binaries:
• spheroidal, low equatorial elongations, a/b = 1.1 ± 0.1 for > 90% of systems
A primary shape not far from rotational symmetry seems to be a requirement for
satellite formation or orbital stability (Walsh et al. 2008, Scheeres 2007).
Model of the primary of 1999 KW4 (Ostro et al. 2006)

Characteristic properties of binaries
3. Secondary shapes and rotations

Broader range of equatorial
elongations: a/b = 1:1 to 2:1.
Mostly synchronous rotation, but
some not.
Interpretation of a third period (Porb,
P1, P2) often ambiguous though
– may be an unsynchronous
rotation of the secondary, or a
rotation of a third body.

Binary formation theories
Ejecta from large asteroidal impacts (e.g., Durda et al. 2004) – does not
predict the observed critical spin.
Tidal disruptions during close encounters with terrestrial planets (Bottke et
al. 1996; Richardson and Walsh) – does not work in the main belt, so, it
cannot be a formation mechanism for MB binaries. It may contribute to
and shape the population of NEA binaries.

(Walsh and Richardson 2006)

Fission of critically spinning parent bodies spun up by YORP (e.g., Walsh
et al. 2008) – appears to be a primary formation mechanism for small
close binaries.

Asteroid pairs
among small MBAs
Related to orbiting (bound) binaries –
formation by rotational fission

Asteroid Itokawa
Can it fission when spun up?
BODY
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Asteroid pairs
found on closely similar heliocentric orbits
Vokrouhlický and Nesvorný (Astron. J. 136, 280,
2008; VN08) found a population of pairs of
asteroids residing on closely similar orbits.
Pravec and Vokrouhlický (Icarus 204, 580, 2009;
PV09) extended the analysis and found
numerous significant pairs up to d = 36 m/s
(approx. the current relative encounter velocity
between orbits).

Asteroid pairs
identification method by Pravec and Vokrouhlický (2009)
Candidate pairs identified by computing probabilities of chance coincidence of unrelated
asteroids from the background population. Pairs with probabilities p2/Np < 1% are secure
(confirmed with backward orbit integrations), while pairs with higher probabilities of being
chance coincidences are checked more thoroughly.

Formulation of the test of probability of a pair being a coincidental couple

Origin of asteroid pairs
- proposed theories
VN08 proposed a number of possible origins for these asteroid pairs:
Formation in catastrophic impact disruptions
• No a priori bounds on spin rates of resulted bodies predicted
Formation by rotational fission due to YORP spin-up
a. A cohesive body spun beyond its fission limit could break and immediately send off its
components on escape orbits
PREDICTION: Both components spin rapidly, no a priori bounds on mass ratio
b. A “cohesionless” (“rubble pile”) body could spin fission, form a proto-binary asteroid, and
then subsequently escape
PREDICTION (Scheeres 2007, 2009): Mass ratios should be less than ~0.2, primaries of
higher mass ratio systems should have longer rotation periods, primaries of lower mass
ratio systems should spin closer to surface disruption spin limits
Disruption of an existing binary
• Expansion of a binary due to BYORP or other effect could cause a binary system to
mutually escape
PREDICTION: Mass ratios should mimic binary population, secondaries may be slow
rotating, primary spin periods should mimic binary population

Origin of asteroid pairs
- proposed theories
VN08 proposed a number of possible origins for these asteroid pairs:
Formation in catastrophic impact disruptions
• No a priori bounds on spin rates of resulted bodies predicted
Formation by rotational fission due to YORP spin-up
a. A cohesive body spun beyond its fission limit could break and immediately send off its
components on escape orbits
PREDICTION: Both components spin rapidly, no a priori bounds on mass ratio
b. A “cohesionless” (“rubble pile”) body could spin fission, form a proto-binary asteroid, and
then subsequently escape (Pravec et al. 2010)
PREDICTION (Scheeres 2007, 2009): Mass ratios should be less than ~0.2, primaries of
higher mass ratio systems should have longer rotation periods, primaries of lower mass
ratio systems should spin closer to surface disruption spin limits
Disruption of an existing binary
• Expansion of a binary due to BYORP or other effect could cause a binary system to
mutually escape
PREDICTION: Mass ratios should mimic binary population, secondaries may be slow
rotating, primary spin periods should mimic binary population

Pair formation by spin fission due to YORP spin-up

Rotational fission theory by Scheeres
(Icarus 189, 370, 2007):
Spun-up by YORP, the “rubble pile” asteroid reaches a critical spin rate and fissions.
The secondary orbiting the primary, energy
being transferred from rotational to translational energy and vice-versa. If q < ~0.2,
the proto-binary has a positive free energy
and the two components can escape from
each other, after a period of chaotic orbit
evolution (~ several months), and become
an “asteroid pair”.

Model of the proto-binary separation
- explains the observed correlation P1 vs q
Model curves for following parameters:
•
αL = 0.7, 1.0, 1.2
(total angular momentum near the lower,
middle and upper values observed in
orbiting binary systems)
•
initial separations A/b1 = 2 and 4
(orbit’s semimajor axis/medium semiaxis of
the primary)
•
primary’s equatorial axes ratio
a1/ b1 = 1.2 – 1.5 (from observed
amplitudes).
Primaries of pairs with small mass ratios (q =
10-3 to a few 10-2) rotate rapidly near the
critical fission frequency.
As the mass ratio approaches the approximate
cutoff limit of 0.2, the primary period grows
long, as when the total energy of the system
approaches zero to disrupt the asteroid pair
must extract an increasing fraction of the
primary's spin energy.

Asteroid pairs were formed by
rotational fission of critically spinning
parent asteroids. (Pravec et al. 2010)

Astrometric detection of
binary asteroids with
Photocenter variation

Binary system’s photocenter displacement

Degeneration – from an observed amplitude of the photocenter variation,
we cannot separate the components’ distance r and the size ratio X.
If Porb is determined and D1 estimated (from other observations), then the
system’s semimajor axis r can be constrained using The Third Kepler’s Law,
assuming a plausible range of bulk densities. Estimating of the size ratio X
still largely ambiguous.

Photocenter displacement vs size ratio

Gaia’s expected astrometric accuracy
Single epoch measurement:
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1.00

(P. Tanga, pers. comm.)

Gaia’s performance for NEA and small
MBA binaries
Binary asteroid database
(Pravec and Harris 2007, updated).

For each binary, we computed
Aphotocenter and V at the quadrature
(solar elong. 90 deg) and for the
mean asteroid’s distance from Sun.
Aphotocenter/ σ(V) vs Porb plotted.
Gaia’s astrometry noisy for most
close binaries: Apc/σ(V) ~ 1.
Gaia is promissing to describe the
population of wider binary systems.

Caveat: Rotational variation of the
photocenter in elongated asteroids
For a sphere with the Lommel-Seeliger scattering law, the photocenter is displaced
from the projected center of mass by
∆x ~ R α/3,
where ∆x is the projected displacement in the sunward direction, α is the solar phase
(in radians).
A typical Gaia detected MB asteroid (helioc. dist. ~ 2.5 AU, elong. 90°) has α ~ 24°,
so ∆x ~ 0.14 R. For R = 2 km, the projected displacement is ~0.17 mas.

In elongated asteroids, the photocenter displacement varies with rotation.
Prolonged spheroid (Rb = Rc) observed at α
Ra/Rb :
Photocenter displacement amplitude:
relative to the components separation:

= 24°
1.0
1.5
2.0
0.00 Ra 0.06 Ra 0.09 Ra
0.00 a <0.02 a <0.03 a

(for a/R1 > 3 in known systems)

An elongated slow-ish rotator could be confused with a close binary with small
size ratio that has a similar (low) amplitude of photocenter variation.

Conclusions on Gaia’s performance for
binary asteroids
Gaia is promissing to detect a population of wider binary systems among
small MBAs that is almost unknown so far – their components are too
close to be resolved with current AO technique, and too distant to be
efficiently detected with the photometry method.
Close binary systems (with orbit periods on the order of 1 day), except the
largest ones (D1 ~ 10 km, D2/D1 ~ 0.5), will have noisy signal with
Apc/σ(V) ~ 1 and smaller. Their observations with Gaia may
supplement data taken with other techniques.
Possible confusions of elongated slow-ish rotators with close, small size
ratio binaries showing a similar (low-amplitude) photocenter variation
needs to be investigated.

